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 free download.raffle draw can't lose do not take interest in.raffle draw can't lose do not take interest in.raffle draw can't lose do not take interest in.Samus' home on Aether was totally destroyed, and she is planning to move back to Palutena's to make amends. She travels back to the SSX locations (according to the CD, the previous location was before the Space World Ballad). When she arrives at the
Space World Ballad, she notices that the Missile Base stage, which is the stage that defeated her in the previous game, is undone. She also notices that the Asteroid Field, which was also destroyed in the previous game, is re-opened. Before she faces Ridley, she visits the Armory, where the four Bullet Bills are. With them in hand, she does battle with Ridley. In this battle, Samus starts off by shooting
the Bullet Bills. After she destroyed the first one, she starts shooting Ridley's head. After a few seconds, Ridley comes back and grabs the one that is shot. She then battles Ridley again, but this time, Ridley grabs Samus and pulls her into space. He chases her, but Samus manages to get him in her beam fire. While Ridley is being blasted with her beam fire, Samus punches him in the head with a melee
attack. Ridley gets up and continues fighting Samus. He throws several fire balls at Samus. While dodging them, Samus picks up one of the blast bazookas. With it, she destroys two of Ridley's health bars. The third one leaves, and Ridley is sent flying. He lands on top of a battery, and he is electrocuted by the power core. After a few seconds, Ridley is dead, and the missile base is over. Samus stands

over the power core, and Samus decides to leave. Palutena's Palace is intact, and the Galactic Federation is rebuilding the place. She is seen playing with Leech, and she asks Palutena to give her some power back. While this is happening, a Galactic Federation technician is trying to rebuild the Space World Ballad. He is seen trying to get some additional energy from 82157476af
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